
H.M. Cresswell Clinic 
Glanrhyd Hospital 

Bridgend 
Barry Magistrates 
Vale of Glamorgan 
South Wales           
  

9th September 2009 
Private Criminal Prosecution 

 
Barbara Wilding & Adrian Oliver 

 
Dear Mr Dobson, 
 
Further to our telephone conversation yesterday, I confirm that I sent full details of my 
application to you before I was sectioned on 7th August, under the 1983 Mental Health Act, by 
Cardiff Crown Court. 
 
You state that you have no knowledge of my letters from the prison and recorded delivery 
letter from this South Wales Forensic Laboratory. 
 
I am now denied access to any of my legal papers that were with me in H.M. prison or locked 
up here in Intensive Care Unit. 
 
Your court need only refer to my 19th June 2009 witness statement used by you at my 
successful Bail application on 24th June 2009 and the 26th February 2009 sworn affidavit by 
the Chief Constable, Barbara Wilding, co-defendant with Adrian Oliver of Dolman’s, the 
purported author of her screed. 
 
A copy of said affidavit is close to my 19th June 2009 statement, prepared for this action, in the 
‘most recent’ of downloads on www.kirkflyingvet.com bought and paid for in 2000 in order to 
inform others of H.M. conspiratorial partnership. 
 
Her paragraphs 14 – 20 are at the heart of the abuse of process, covert police surveillance 
e.g. ‘Denied Arrests’ and ‘Barry Magistrate Court Hearings’, are rife.  
 
Another example is Para. 624, in my 19th June statement, which refers to Cardiff Police with 
Sergeant Roe breaking into my branch veterinary surgery with crowbar and sledge hammer, 
leading to my arrest, while a daughter of Barry police inspector is re-housed into my flat, 
above. 
 
I enclose a police statement written in Ely, identifying the culprits. Doctors here refuse to 
examine hard evidence tendered. 
 
Interestingly, I am being subjected to ‘intrusive procedures’’ in custody while no one will allow 
‘mutual exchange’ of this evidence in my 7 civil actions against the police. 
 
My 4th October 2008, unanswered letter to the defendant(s) lists 40 odd such police incidents 
of harassment, both refusing to identify police for 11th January hearing. 
 
Just what more do you need to list this case? 

Yours sincerely, 
 
 

Maurice. J. Kirk. 
Copy to Dr. Tegwyn Williams 


